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Wall covering profiles

To join, protect, decorate; these are the functions of this 

product line.

Fast application, economical solution and lasting performance 

are the most evident benefits. The application of profiles over 

the sharp corners is a true safeguarding measure especially 

to prevent single firing ceramic tiles from chipping. The time 

saving factor for installing the tile covering is quite relevant 

when one can avoid the 45° corner cut. The profile will also 

help the layer for the line-up and the straight vertical edge. 

There are also numerous solutions for internal corners making 

them easy to clean as such features are implemented by the 

current European hygiene and safety standards.

Aluminium, brass, stainless steel and non toxic synthetic 

materials: over 30 different types of trim finishes enabling the 

user to coordinate them with tile colours and grout and to 

create a decorative contrast.
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squarejollyTM

 SJ * L= H+ 1mm

L
L

L LH H

(SJ 90*)

wall covering multipurpose

SQUAREJOLLY SJ is a multipurpose aluminium profile suitable for many 

different situations arising in thin bed adhesive tile coverings.

This special ‘symmetrical square’ profile is recommended for multiple 

finishing effects .

The profile inner section has been conceived to match with a special cap 

SQUARECAPSULE SJC which can work as external, internal, three-way 

junction and end-cap. All these functions with one piece.

SQUARECAPSULE SJC-IL Stainless steel 

Stainless steel capsules to make external, internal, three-way junction and end-

cap. Its symmetric section allows all these functions with one piece.

SQUARECAPSULE SJC-A* Aluminium

Aluminium capsules to make external, internal, three-way junction and end-

cap. Its symmetric section allows all these functions with one piece, (minimun 

quantity required).

SQUARECAPSULE SJC-O*Brass

Brass capsules to make external, internal, three-way junction and end-cap. Its 

symmetric section allows all these functions with one piece.

Aluminium SectionStainless steel and Brass Section*

H=mm Art.

Material: Stainless steel AISI 304
Stainless steel AISI 316 (ILM)

  6 SJC 60 IL/IS

 8 SJC 80 IL/IS/IX/ILM

Finish: same finish SJ-I*
 9 SJC 90 IL/IS/ILM

 10 SJC 100 IL/IS/IX/ILM

11 SJC 110 IL/IS/ILM

12,5 SJC 125 IL/IS/IX/ILM

15 SJC 150 IL/IS/ILM

Material: Aluminium
  6 SJC 60 A*

 8 SJC 80 A*

Finish: same finish SJ-A*
 9 SJC 90 A*

 10 SJC 100 A*

11 SJC 110 A*

12,5 SJC 125 A*

Material: Brass
 8 SJC 80 OL/OC

10 SJC 100 OL/OC

Finish: same finish SJ-O*
 12,5 SJC 125 OL/OC
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SJ profile is a multipurpose profile 

suitable for a wide range of applications:

• Junction of floors at the same level

• Decorative listellos

• Finishing the outer edges of wall tiles

• Entrance mat framing

• Upper finish of tiled skirting and edges

• Stair nosing profiles

H=mm Art.

Material: Stainless steel AISI 304
Stainless steel AISI 316 (ILM)

 6 SJ 60 IL/IS/ILM

 8 SJ 80 IL/IS/IX/ILM

Finish: Polishe d (IL), Brushed(IS), 
Sanded (IX)

 9 SJ 90 IL/IS/ILM

 10 SJ 100 IL/IS/IX/ILM

Length: 2,70 metres

11 SJ 110 IL/IS/ILM

12,5 SJ 125 IL/IS/IX/ILM

15 SJ 150 IL/IS/ILM

Material: Brass
 8 SJ 80 OL/OC

 10 SJ 100 OL/OC

Finish: Polished (OL), Crome (OC)
 12,5 SJ 125 OL/OC

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Powder coated aluminium                             

 8 SJ 80 A*

 9 SJ 90 A*

Finish: Pure White
10 SJ 100 A*

11 SJ 110 A*

Length: 2,70 metres
12,5 SJ 125 A*

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 6 SJ 60

AS/AR/AT/
ASB/ATB/ARB/
ASXB/ASSB/ACXB/ASS/
ATRS/ATWE/ATTK/ATTRO

Finish: Silver (AS), 
Copper (AR), Titanium (AT), 
Polished chrome (ASB), 
Bright polished titanium (ATB), 
Copper bright polished (ARB), 
Silver sanded bright polished  
(ASXB), Silver brushed bright 
polished (ASSB), Champagne 
sanded bright polished (ACXB), 
Silver brushed (ASS), 
Oak whitened (ATRS), 
Wengé (ATWE), Teak (ATTK), 
Oak  (ATTRO)

 8 SJ 80

AS/AR/AT/
ASB/ATB/ARB/
ASXB/ASSB/ACXB/ASS/
ATRS/ATWE/ATTK/ATTRO

 9 SJ 90

AS/AR/AT/
ASB/ATB/ARB/
ASXB/ASSB/ACXB/ASS/
ATRS/ATWE/ATTK/ATTRO

10 SJ 100

AS/AR/AT/
ASB/ATB/ARB/
ASXB/ASSB/ACXB/ASS/
ATRS/ATWE/ATTK/ATTRO

11 SJ 110

AS/AR/AT/
ASB/ATB/ARB/
ASXB/ASSB/ACXB/ASS/
ATRS/ATWE/ATTK/ATTRO

Length: 2,70 metres

12,5 SJ 125

AS/AR/AT/
ASB/ATB/ARB/
ASXB/ASSB/ACXB/ASS/
ATRS/ATWE/ATTK/ATTRO

SQUAREJOLLY SJ-IL Polished Stainless steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 e AISI 316 

Stainless steel can ensure a high tolerance against most diluted chemical 

products therefore it is ideal for food industry environments, hospitals and 

laboratories. 

The choice of AISI 316 as standard is suggested for marine environments and in 

case of exposition to harsher chemical agents. 

Available  in polished stainless steel (IL), brushed (IS) or sanded (IX).

The sanded finish improves the surface resistance to bumps and scratches with 

an attractive matt effect.

SQUAREJOLLY SJ Brass 

This brass profile is developed with prime choice raw material in order to 

guarantee tolerance and endurance to chemical and mechanical solicitations. 

Available also in the polished version Code OL.

Top chrome finishing effect. Resistant to humidity. Great visual impact and good 

tolerance to mechanical stress.

Available in natural brass (ON) or chromed brass  (OC).

SQUAREJOLLY SJ-A* Powder coated aluminium                             

This aluminium profile is lacquered with polyester powder base varnish paint 

in order to guarantee tolerance against main domestic cleaning products and 

atmospheric agents as well as UV rays. 

On request available in all colours of RJ series page 107. 

(minimum quantity required).

SQUAREJOLLY SJ-A* Extruded Anodised Aluminium

A silver (AS) / copper (AR) or titanium (AT) coated aluminium profile which 

offers adequate protection and tolerance to wear over time. 

The surface of this aluminium profile has been Bright anodised on Chrome 

(ASB), Titanium (ATB) or copper (ARB) effect in order to give that sparkling effect 

in combination with bathroom ware.

Available also in sanded bright polished Silver (ASXB) or Champagne (ACXB) 

and in brushed silver (ASS) or bright polished brushed silver (ASSB), for a 

valuable finish.

Texture options in wooden colours for an elegant and innovative design: 

whitened oak (ATRS), Wengé (ATWE), Teak (ATTK), Oak (ATTRO).
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squarejollyTM

 SJ B= H+ 1mm

B

B H

(SJ 80*)

wall covering multipurpose

SQUAREJOLLY SJ is a multipurpose profile suitable for many different 

situations arising in thin bed adhesive tile coverings. This special 

‘symmetrical square’ profile is recommended for multiple finishing effects 

The profile inner section has been conceived to match with a special cap 

SQUARECAPSULE SJC which can work as external, internal, three-way 

junction and end-cap. All these functions with one piece.

SQUAREJOLLY SJ-P  Full body coloured Synthetic Resin                      

The product is entirely of a solid colour compound and not colour coated. This 

profile is available in a wide range of colours and can be utilized in the most 

diverse environments which require coverings.This type of trim profile is easy 

to cut to size so the laying may result quicker and less time consuming therefore 

one would economize in terms of working over the entire project budget. Again 

this product maintains a good performance over time against UV rays and small 

scratches provoked from friction, tolerates impact and chemical agents present 

in most detergents.

SQUAREJOLLY SJ-PM 11 Co-extruded Resin and Methacryilate

Profile in co-extruded resin and visible part in methacrylate. Easy to cut and to 

apply . It economizes the tiling time ensuring a flawless and long lasting result. 

The particular material used in modern baths and shower trays offers improved 

resistance and thanks to its transparency also an improved aesthetic effect. 

Colour H=6mm H=8mm H=10mm

Material: 
Resintop

11= Pure white                             SJ 60 P 11 SJ 80 P 11 SJ 100 P 11
12= White                             SJ 60 P 12 SJ 80 P 12 SJ 100 P 12

Length: 
2,70 metres

22= Grey                           SJ 60 P 22 SJ 80 P 22 SJ 100 P 22
31= Bahama beige  SJ 60 P 31 SJ 80 P 31 SJ 100 P 31
41= Cream SJ 60 P 41 SJ 80 P 41 SJ 100 P 41
42= Ivory SJ 60 P 42 SJ 80 P 42 SJ 100 P 42
51= Black SJ 60 P 51 SJ 80 P 51 SJ 100 P 51

N.B.: End caps not available

Material: 
Resintop e 
PMMA

11= Pure white                             SJ 80 PM 11 SJ 100 PM 11

Length: 
2,70 metres

N.B.: End caps not available
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filojollyTM

 RJF

H

wall coveringinvisible

Minimal profile for joining and finishing external corners with an extremely 

reduced section. An ideal solution where a trim is necessary but a minimalist 

look is required.Conceived for mitred tiles cut at 45° or for vitreous mosaic 

H 4,5 mm. The profile shape lends itself to ‘countersunk’ design of the 

edge, therefore protecting the fragile edges. A simple design for maximum 

results.

FILOJOLLY RJF-AS  Extruded Anodised Aluminium

A silver (AS) coated aluminium profile which offers adequate protection and 

tolerance to wear over time.

The surface of this anodised aluminium profile has been chrome-effect treated 

in order to give that sparkling effect in combination with bathroom ware.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 4,4 RJF 44 AS/ASB

 6 RJF 60 AS/ASB

Finish: Silver (AS), 
Polished chrome (ASB)

 8 RJF 80 AS/ASB

10 RJF 100 AS/ASB

Length: 2,70 metres

 “thin” line
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roundjolly®

 RJ

H H

(RJ 80*)

wall covering junction

The ROUNDJOLLY® profile perfects and protects the external sharp 

corners leaving a pleasant aesthetic finish to the wall. The corner of the 

wall is well protected from impact and the edge being rounded off, thanks 

to the ROUNDJOLLY® circle section, is less dangerous in case one should 

accidentally hit it. 

ROUNDJOLLY® RJ-I* Stainless steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 and AISI 316 

Stainless steel can ensure a high tolerance against most diluted chemical 

products therefore it is ideal for food industry environments, hospitals and 

laboratories. The AISI 316 (code ILM) choice is recommended as standard for 

salty or aggresive environments. Available in the polished version, (IL), brushed, 

(IS) and sanded, ( IX) (H 8,10,12,5)* -  RJ 45: different section.

ROUNDJOLLY® RJ-OC Chromed Brass

Brass profile with top chrome (OC) finishing effect. Resistant to humidity. Great 

visual impact and good tolerance to mechanical stress.

ROUNDJOLLY® RJ-A* Anodised Aluminium                                           

Silver (AS), gold (AO), copper (AR) or titanium (AT) coated aluminium profile 

which offers adequate protection and tolerance to wear over time.

The surface of this aluminium profile has been bright anodised on chrome (ASB), 

titanium (ATB), gold (AOB) or copper (ARB) effect in order to give that sparkling 

effect in combination with bathroom ware. It holds the same properties as the 

other aluminium models.

Aluminium and PVC SectionStainless steel and Brass Section

H=mm Art.

Material: Stainless steel AISI 304
Stainless steel AISI 316 (ILM)

  4,5 RJ 45 IL/IS/ILM

   6 RJ 60 IL/IS/ILM

Finish: Polished (IL), Brushed(IS), 
Sanded (IX)

   8 RJ 80 IL/IS/IX/ILM

10 RJ 100 IL/IS/IX/ILM

Length: 2,70 metres
12,5 RJ 125 IL/IS/IX/ILM

15 RJ 150 IL/IS

 “thin” line

Material:Brass
   6 RJ 60 OC

   8 RJ 80 OC

Finish: Chrome (OC)
 10 RJ 100 OC

12,5 RJ 125 OC

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

   4,5 RJ 45 AS/ASB

Finish: Silver (AS), Gold (AO), Copper 
(AR), Titanium (AT), 
Polished chrome (ASB), 
Bright polished titanium (ATB), 
Bright polished gold (AOB), 
Copper bright polished (ARB)

   6 RJ 60
AS/AO/AR/AT/ASB/
ATB/AOB/ARB

   8 RJ 80
AS/AO/AR/AT/ASB/
ATB/AOB/ARB

10 RJ 100
AS/AO/AR/AT/ASB/
ATB/AOB/ARB

Length: 2,70 metres 12,5 RJ 125
AS/AO/AR/AT/ASB/
ATB/AOB/ARB

 “thin” line
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Wall section where the application of the jointing RJI capsule for the 

profile trim finish is evident.

ROUNDJOLLY® RJ-A* Extruded Powder Coated Aluminium

This aluminium profile is lacquered with polyester powder base varnish paint 

in order to guarantee tolerance against main domestic cleaning products and 

atmospheric agents as well as UV rays. The profiles perform in endurance and 

elasticity for one may find a not so straight wall during the installation. The 

profile is entirely varnished also within its flange.  

ROUNDJOLLY® RJ-P* Full body coloured Synthetic Resin

The product is entirely of a solid colour compound and not colour coated. This 

profile is available in a wide range of colours and can be utilized in the most 

diverse environments which require coverings. This type of trim profile is easy 

to cut to size so the laying may result quicker and less time consuming therefore 

one would economize in terms of working over the entire project budget.    

Again this product maintains a good performance over time against UV rays and 

small scratches provoked from friction, tolerates impact and chemical agents 

present in most detergents.

ROUNDCAPSULE RJC and RJI 

End caps for the profiles ROUNDJOLLY® series. They can perfectly connect 2 

or 3 axis. 

Available external end caps Code RJC and internal ones Code RJI.

Available also end caps RJC-A and RJI-A in Aluminium with an imitation 

Polished Stainless steel finish.

Colour H=4,5mm H=6mm H=8mm

Material: 
Powder 
coated 
aluminium                             

11= Pure white                             RJ 45 A 11 RJ 60 A 11 RJ 80 A 11
12= White                             RJ 45 A 12 RJ 60 A 12 RJ 80 A 12
13= Rustic white                        RJ 60 A 13 RJ 80 A 13
21= Light grey RJ 45 A 21 RJ 60 A 21 RJ 80 A 21

Length: 
2,70 metres

22= Grey                           RJ 45 A 22 RJ 60 A 22 RJ 80 A 22
23= Cement grey RJ 45 A 23 RJ 60 A 23 RJ 80 A 23

 “thin” line
31= Bahama beige  RJ 45 A 31 RJ 60 A 31 RJ 80 A 31
32= Dark beige RJ 45 A 32 RJ 60 A 32 RJ 80 A 32
41= Cream RJ 45 A 41 RJ 60 A 41 RJ 80 A 41
42= Ivory RJ 45 A 42 RJ 60 A 42 RJ 80 A 42
51= Black RJ 45 A 51 RJ 60 A 51 RJ 80 A 51

Colour H=10mm H=12,5mm

Material: 
Powder 
coated 
aluminium                             

11= Pure white                             RJ 100 A 11 RJ 125 A 11
12= White                             RJ 100 A 12 RJ 125 A 12
13= Rustic white              RJ 100 A 13 RJ 125 A 13
21= Light grey RJ 100 A 21

Length: 
2,70 metres

22= Grey                           RJ 100 A 22 RJ 125 A 22
23= Cement grey RJ 100 A 23

 “thin” line
31= Bahama beige  RJ 100 A 31 RJ 125 A 31
32= Dark beige RJ 100 A 32
41= Cream RJ 100 A 41
42= Ivory RJ 100 A 42
51= Black RJ 100 A 51

Colour H=6mm H=8mm H=10mm

Material: 
Resintop

11= Pure white                             RJ 60 P 11 RJ 80 P 11 RJ 100 P 11
12= White                             RJ 60 P 12 RJ 80 P 12 RJ 100 P 12
21= Light grey RJ 60 P 21 RJ 80 P 21 RJ 100 P 21
22= Grey                           RJ 60 P 22 RJ 80 P 22 RJ 100 P 22
23= Cement grey RJ 60 P 23 RJ 80 P 23 RJ 100 P 23

Length: 
2,70 metres

31= Bahama beige  RJ 60 P 31 RJ 80 P 31 RJ 100 P 31
32= Dark beige RJ 60 P 32 RJ 80 P 32 RJ 100 P 32
41= Cream RJ 60 P 41 RJ 80 P 41 RJ 100 P 41
42= Ivory RJ 60 P 42 RJ 80 P 42 RJ 100 P 42
43= Peach RJ 60 P 43 RJ 80 P 43 RJ 100 P 43
44= Light Pink RJ 60 P 44 RJ 80 P 44 RJ 100 P 44
45= Light Blue RJ 60 P 45 RJ 80 P 45 RJ 100 P 45
46= Light green RJ 60 P 46 RJ 80 P 46 RJ 100 P 46
51= Black RJ 60 P 51 RJ 80 P 51 RJ 100 P 51

H=mm Plastic Aluminium Stainless Steel Chromed 
Brass

Material: 
Plastic, 
Powder Coated 
Aluminium,  
Anodised 
Aluminium, 
Stainless 
steel Polished 
brushed, 
Sanded

   4,5 RJC 45 A* RJC 45 IL/IS

 6 RJC/I 60 P* RJC/I 60 A* RJC/I 60 IL/IS/ILM RJC 60 OC

 8 RJC/I 80 P* RJC/I 80 A* RJC/I 80 IL/IS/IX/ILM RJC 80 OC

10 RJC/I 100 P* RJC/I 100 A* RJC/I 100 IL/IS/IX/ILM RJC 100 OC

125 RJC/I 125 P* RJC/I 125 A* RJC/I 125 IL/IS/IX/ILM RJC 125 OC

15 RJC 150 IL/IS

Colours* : as 
per  matching 
RJ profiles

Other applications may be: top skirting finish (as seen in diagram) 

or edging of tile covering, natural stone or limestone as well as for 

moquette carpeting. To ensure a perfect grip, the profile trim must 

be completely filled all within the cavity with the grout for layers.
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roundjolly®

 RJE

H

(RJE 80*)

wall covering co-extruded profile

This is the closed section profile trim from the ROUNDJOLLY®  family 

developed with co-extrusion technology joining two polymer synthetic 

resin elements. The closed section length enables the layer to line up the 

ceramic tile readily on the wall. New colours are available including a very 

realistic marble tone effect. This popular tile profile prevents the cracking 

of the sharp corner while perfectly rounding off the edge always with a 

symmetric laying job.

ROUNDJOLLY® RJE Co-extruded

The exclusive manufacturing system used to produce the RJE series of profiles 

allows the simultaneous extrusion of two different resin polymers, granting a 

total and independent control over both the visible surface and the anchoring 

flange.

This ensures the maximum performances of endurance and mechanical 

resistance while still providing a high quality appearance.
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Wall section where the application of the jointing RJC capsule for the profile 

trim finish is evident.

ROUNDJOLLY® RJE-P Full body coloured Synthetic Resin           

The product  is entirely of a solid colour compound and not colour coated. The 

profile is available in a wide range of colours and can be utilized in the most 

diverse environments which require coverings. This type of trim profile is easy 

to cut to size so the laying may result quicker and less time consuming therefore 

one would economize in terms of labour over the entire project budget.    

This product maintains good performance over time against UV rays and small 

scratches are not so visible, tolerates impact and chemicals present in most 

detergents.

ROUNDCAPSULE RJC e RJI 

End caps for the profiles ROUNDJOLLY® series. They can perfectly connect 2 or 

3 axis. Available external end caps Code RJC and internal ones Code RJI. 

Colour H=6mm H=8mm

Material: 
Resintop

11= Pure white                             RJE 60 P 11 RJE 80 P 11
22= Grey                           RJE 60 P 22 RJE 80 P 22

Length: 
2,70 metres

31= Bahama beige  RJE 60 P 31 RJE 80 P 31

Colour H=10mm H=12,5mm

Material: 
Resintop

11= Pure white                             RJ 100 P 11 RJE 125 P 11
22= Grey                           RJ 100 P 22 RJE 125 P 22

Length: 
2,70 metres

31= Bahama beige  RJ 100 P 31 RJE 125 P 31

ROUNDJOLLY® RJE-PT BRILCOLOUR LINE Synthetic Resin      

Co-extruded profiles coated with hot laminate decorative film for the “shiny 

effect” in order to satisfy a more particular laying job. The more delicate tone 

finish makes this tile trim profile most suitable for domestic applications.

Colour H=6mm H=8mm H=10mm

Material: 
Resintop

11= Pure white                             RJE 60 PT 11 RJE 80 PT 11 RJE 100 PT 11
12= White                             RJE 60 PT 12 RJE 80 PT 12 RJE 100 PT 12

Length: 
2,70 metres

22= Grey                           RJE 60 PT 22 RJE 80 PT 22 RJE 100 PT 22
31= Bahama beige  RJE 60 PT 31 RJE 80 PT 31 RJE 100 PT 31

H=mm Plastic

Material: 
Plastic

  

 6 RJC/I 60 P*

Colours: The 
same as per 
matching RJE 
profiles**

 8 RJC/I 80 P*

10 RJC/I 100 P*

12,5 RJC/I 125 P*

**** Marble line excluded (end caps not available)

ROUNDJOLLY® RJS-P* MARBLE Line Synthetic Resin                  

Profiles hot coated with “marble effect” tone reproduction of the most requested 

marble tones in commerce. The more delicate finish makes this tile trim profile 

most suitable for domestic applications.

Colour H=9mm H=11mm

Material: 
Resintop

82=White marble              RJS 90 P 82 RJS 110 P 82
83= Light travertino RJS 90 P 83 RJS 110 P 83
84= Beige travertino RJS 90 P 84 RJS 110 P 84
85= Marble navona RJS 90 P 85 RJS 110 P 85
86= Beige Pink RJS 90 P 86 RJS 110 P 86
87= Beige yellow RJS 90 P 87 RJS 110 P 87
88= Beige caramel RJS 90 P 88 RJS 110 P 88

Length: 
2,60 metres

89= Dove beige RJS 90 P 89 RJS 110 P 89
90= Antique pink RJS 90 P 90 RJS 110 P 90
91= Peach pink RJS 90 P 91 RJS 110 P 91
92= Light green RJS 90 P 92 RJS 110 P 92
93= Brazil green RJS 90 P 93 RJS 110 P 93
94= Azure blue RJS 90 P 94 RJS 110 P 94
95= Grey avio RJS 90 P 95 RJS 110 P 95
96= Stone grey RJS 90 P 96 RJS 110 P 96

Other applications may be: top skirting finish (as seen in diagram) 

or edging of tile covering, natural stone or limestone as well as for 

moquette carpeting.
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kerajollyTM

 KJ

H

(TR 100* - KS 100*)

wall covering finish

KERAJOLLY profiles are utilized to define the sharp external wall corners 

during tile laying. They protect the more fragile single firing tile edges 

or borders. KERAJOLLY allows the layer to execute his work rapidly and 

precisely with the only task of choosing the proper size of the profile in 

respect to the thickness of the tile.

KERAJOLLY TR-I* Stainless steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 e AISI 316

Stainless steel is the best product to ensure resistance against corrosion and 

for hygienic purposes. The choice of the AISI 316 quality is most appropriate for 

salty environments or swimming pools.

Available in top-brushed effect finish, code IS.

Available  in polished stainless steel (IL), brushed (IS) or sanded (IX).

KERAJOLLY TR-KJ A*Silver Anodised Aluminium

A silver ( TR/AS ) coated aluminium profile which offers and adequate corner 

edge protection. Granting protection against the aluminium corrosive agents.

The surface of this anodised aluminium profile has been chrome (KJ**ASB) 

or gold-effect ( KJ**ADB ) treated in order to give that sparkling effect in 

combination with bathroom ware. It holds the same properties as the other 

aluminium models.

H=mm Art.

Material: Stainless steel AISI 304
Stainless steel AISI 316 (ILM)

    4,5 TR 45 IL/IS

 6 TR 60 IL/IS/ILM

Finish: Polished (IL), Brushed(IS), 
Sanded (IX)

 8 TR 80 IL/IS/ILM

10 TR 100 IL/IS/IX/ILM

Length: 2,70 metres
   12,5 TR 125 IL/IS/IX/ILM

 “thin” line

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 2 TR 20 AS KJ

 3 TR 30 AS KJ

Finish: Silver (AS), Polished chrome 
(ASB), Bright polished gold (AOB)

 4,5 TR 45 AS KJ

 6 TR 60 AS KJ 60 ASB/AOB

Length: 2,70 metres
 8 TR 80 AS KJ 80 ASB/AOB

10 TR 100 AS KJ 100 ASB/AOB

 “thin” line
12,5 TR 125 AS KJ 125 ASB/AOB
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KERAJOLLY profiles protect ceramic tiled wall corners against impact while 

allowing the decorator to blend in with the colour combination, thanks to the 

extensive colour variety. Furthermore, one can match the different colours 

available with the LISTEC listello. KERAJOLLY ensures the least visible 

trimming but still guaranteeing the safety and endurance characteristics 

which are expected in a laying job.

KERAJOLLY KJ-A* Powder Coated Aluminium

This aluminium profile is lacquered with polyester powder base varnish paint 

in order to guarantee tolerance against main domestic cleaning products and 

atmospheric agents as well as UV rays. The profiles perform in endurance and 

elasticity for one may find a not so straight wall during the installation. The 

profile is entirely varnished also within its cavity.

KERAJOLLY KJ-P* Full body coloured Synthetic Resin           

The product is entirely of a solid colour compound and not colour coated. The 

profile is available in a wide range of colours and can  be utilized in the most 

diverse environments which require coverings. This type of trim profile is easy 

to cut to size so the laying may result quicker and less time consuming therefore 

one would economize in terms of labour over the entire project budget.    

Again this product maintains a good performance over time against UV rays 

and small scratches are not so visible, tolerates impact and chemicals present 

in most detergents.

KERAJOLLY KJ-OC Chromed Brass

Brass profile with top chrome finishing effect (OC). 

Resistant to humidity and corrosion. Great visual impact and good tolerance to 

mechanical stress. 

This profile is highly suitable to match with bathroom accessories.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Chromed 
Brass 
Extruded

 6 KJ 60 OC

 8 KJ 80 OC

10 KJ 100 OC

12,5 KJ 125 OC

Length: 
2,70 metres

Colour H=6mm H=8mm

Material: 
Powder 
coated 
aluminium                             

11= Pure white                             KJ 60 A 11 KJ 80 A 11
12= White                             KJ 60 A 12 KJ 80 A 12
21= Light grey KJ 60 A 21 KJ 80 A 21
22= Grey                           KJ 60 A 22 KJ 80 A 22
23= Cement grey KJ 60 A 23 KJ 80 A 23

Length: 
2,70 metres

31= Bahama beige KJ 60 A 31 KJ 80 A 31
32= Dark beige KJ 60 A 32 KJ 80 A 32
41= Cream KJ 60 A 41 KJ 80 A 41
42= Ivory KJ 60 A 42 KJ 80 A 42
51= Black KJ 60 A 51 KJ 80 A 51

Colour H=10mm H=12,5mm

Material: 
Powder 
coated 
aluminium                             

11= Pure white                             KJ 100 A 11 KJ 125 A 11
12= White                             KJ 100 A 12 KJ 125 A 12
21= Light grey KJ 100 A 21 KJ 125 A 21
22= Grey                           KJ 100 A 22 KJ 125 A 22
23= Cement grey KJ 100 A 23 KJ 125 A 23

Length: 
2,70 metres

31= Bahama beige  KJ 100 A 31 KJ 125 A 31
32= Dark beige KJ 100 A 32 KJ 125 A 32
41= Cream KJ 100 A 41 KJ 125 A 41
42= Ivory KJ 100 A 42 KJ 125 A 42
51= Black KJ 100 A 51 KJ 125 A 51

Colour H=6mm H=8mm

Material: 
Resintop

11= Pure white                             KJ 60 P 11 KJ 80 P 11
12= White                             KJ 60 P 12 KJ 80 P 12
21= Light grey KJ 60 P 21 KJ 80 P 21
22= Grey                           KJ 60 P 22 KJ 80 P 22
23= Cement grey KJ 60 P 23 KJ 80 P 23

Length: 
2,70 metres

31= Bahama beige  KJ 60 P 31 KJ 80 P 31
32= Dark beige KJ 60 P 32 KJ 80 P 32
41= Cream KJ 60 P 41 KJ 80 P 41
42= Ivory KJ 60 P 42 KJ 80 P 42
51= Black KJ 60 P 51 KJ 80 P 51

Colour H=10mm H=12,5mm

Material: 
Resintop

11= Pure white                             KJ 100 P 11 KJ 125 P 11
12= White                             KJ 100 P 12 KJ 125 P 12
21= Light grey KJ 100 P 21 KJ 125 P 21
22= Grey                           KJ 100 P 22 KJ 125 P 22
23= Cement grey KJ 100 P 23 KJ 125 P 23

Length: 
2,70 metres

31= Bahama beige  KJ 100 P 31 KJ 125 P 31
32= Dark beige KJ 100 P 32 KJ 125 P 32
41= Cream KJ 100 P 41 KJ 125 P 41
42= Ivory KJ 100 P 42 KJ 125 P 42
51= Black KJ 100 P 51 KJ 125 P 51
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mosaic ecTM

 SJM

5,1

4,4

wall covering

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

  4,4 SJM 44 AS/ASB/AOB

Finish: Silver (AS), Polished chrome 
(ASB), Bright polished gold (AOB)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “thin” line

mosaic

Squarejolly range specifically developed for mosaic. Multipurpose profile 

used either to create external corners, to finish edges or as a decorative 

listello. Ideal for most types of installation, the profile provides neat edge 

finishing with equal visible sides.

The profile is available with a universal cube-shaped end cap to be used as 

internal, external and three-way junction.

MOSAICTEC SJM 44 A*  Anodised Aluminium

An silver coated aluminium (AS) profile which offers adequate protection and 

tolerance to wear over time.

The surface of this anodised aluminium (ASB) profile has been chrome-effect 

treated in order to give that sparkling effect in combination with bathroom ware.

The shiny gold finish effect (AOB) is also requested for particular combination

in interior decorating design. Also this profile holds the same properties

as the other aluminium models.

MOSAICTEC SJC 44 A* End cap Aluminium                              

Capsules to make external, internal, three-way junction and end-cap. The profile 

symmetric section has been conceived to match all these functions with one 

piece.

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium

  4,4 SJC 44 AS/ASB/AOB

Finish: Silver (AS), Polished chrome 
(ASB), Bright polished gold (AOB)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “thin” line
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mosaic ecTM

 RJM

4,4

wall coveringmosaic

Jolly profile with the new ‘X’ design for an improved mechanical fixing of 

the vitreous mosaic tesseras. 

The visible element is symmetrically rounded and can be used for the 

protection of corners and stair nosings. Designed specifically for the

perfect installation of vitreous mosaic, with a thickness of approx 4mm and 

a 20mm x 20mm format.

MOSAICTEC RJM 44 A*  Anodised Aluminium

A silver coated aluminium (AS) profile which offers adequate protection and 

tolerance to wear over time.

The surface of this anodised aluminium profile has been chrome-effect (ASB) 

treated in order to give that sparkling effect in combination with bathroom ware.

The shiny gold finish effect is also requested for particular combination

in interior decorating design.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

4,4 RJM 44 AS/ASB/AOB

Finish: Silver (AS), Polished chrome 
(ASB), Bright polished gold (AOB)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “thin” line
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mosaic ecTM

 RJF

4,4

wall covering mosaic

Functional profile for joining and finishing external corners with an 

extremely reduced section. An ideal solution where a trim is necessary but 

a minimalist look is required. 

The profile shape lends itself to ‘countersunk’ design of the edge of the 

tessera, therefore protecting the fragile edges of the mosaic. 

A simple design for maximum results.

MOSAICTEC RJF 44 A*  Anodised Aluminium

A silver (AS) coated aluminium profile which offers adequate protection and 

tolerance to wear over time.

The surface of this anodised aluminium profile has been chrome-effect (ASB) 

treated in order to give that sparkling effect in combination with bathroom ware.

The shiny gold finish effect (AOB) is also requested for particular combination 

in interior decorating design.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

  4,4 RJF 44 AS/ASB/AOB

Finish: Silver (AS), Polished chrome 
(ASB), Bright polished gold (AOB)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “thin” line
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trialjollyTM

 TJ

H

wall coveringcorner junction

TRIALJOLLY TJ is a profile conceived to edge elegantly tiled walls when 

ceramic tiles do not cover the whole wall height. TRIALJOLLY TJ softens the 

sharp corners resulting from partially tiled walls.

The 45° corner created by this profile decorates in a precise and functional 

way the tile edge, which would otherwise be unaesthetic and sharp.

TRIALJOLLY TJ-A* Extruded  Aluminium

A silver (AS) coated aluminium profile which offers adequate protection and 

tolerance to wear over time.

The surface of this anodised aluminium profile has been chrome-effect (ASB) 

treated in order to give that sparkling effect in combination with bathroom ware.

TRIALCAPSULE TJC and  TJT

Corner junctions and end-caps for TRIALJOLLY series.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 80 TJ 80 AS/ASB
100 TJ 100 AS/ASB

Finish: Silver (AS), 
Bright polished chrome (ASB)

125 TJ 125 AS/ASB

Length: 2,70 metres

Corner junction Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

TJC 80 AS/ASB
TJC 100 AS/ASB

Finish: Silver (AS), 
Bright polished chrome (ASB)

TJC 125 AS/ASB

End cap Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

TJT 80 AS/ASB
TJT 100 AS/ASB

Finish: Silver (AS), 
Bright polished chrome (ASB)

TJT 125 AS/ASB
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CRM - BT
4,4

4,5

wall covering mosaic

Aluminium profiles patented to connect floor and wall coverings in glass 

mosaic and thin tiles. Solves the problem of hygienic cleaning for internal 

angles typical of work-surfaces and shower area.

MOSAICTEC CRM 44 A*  Anodised Aluminium

A silver coated aluminium (AS) profile which offers adequate protection and 

tolerance to wear over time.

The surface of this anodised aluminium profile has been chrome or gold-effect 

treated in order to give that sparkling effect in combination with bathroom ware.

Skirting BT 45 A*  Anodised Aluminium

A silver coated aluminium (AS) profile which offers adequate protection and 

tolerance to wear over time.

The surface of this anodised aluminium profile (ASB) has been chrome-effect 

treated in order to give that sparkling effect.

Section BTSection CRM

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

  4,4 CRM 44 AS/ASB/AOB

Finish: Silver (AS), Polished chrome 
(ASB), Bright polished gold (AOB)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “thin” line

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

  4,5 BT 45 AS/ASB

Finish: Silver (AS), 
Polished chrome (ASB)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “thin” line
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mosaic ec LIM 51

4,5

5,1

wall covering

B=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 5,1 LIM 51 AS/ASB/AOB

Finish: Silver (AS), Polished chrome 
(ASB), Bright polished gold (AOB)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “thin” line

decorative mosaic

MOSAICTEC LIM 51 decorative listello in aluminium for vitreous mosaic 

with reduced thickness.

This innovative profile perfectly integrates with the grout line, without 

displacing the mosaic covering pre-existing joints,  and thus creating 

beautiful aesthetic effects, both horizontally and vertically with a high 

flexibility in the tiling pattern.

The profile particular section allows its installment just with a simple 

widening of the tesseras, which once returned in their former position keep 

the profile in the right position, without modifying the joints interax.

A simple solution to customize the mosaic adding a special touch also to the 

standard, easy to find versions.

MOSAICTEC LIM 51 A*  Anodised Aluminium

A silver (AS) coated aluminium profile which offers adequate protection and 

tolerance to wear over time.

The surface of this anodised aluminium profile has been chrome-effect (ASB)

treated in order to give that sparkling effect in combination with bathroom

ware shiny gold finish effect is also requested for particular combination

in interior decorating design.
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mosaic ec LIM 44
4,4

wall covering decorative mosaic

MOSAITEC LIM innovative multi-purpose profile for vitreous mosaic with 

reduced thickness.

• Decorative listello usable horizontally and vertically, even cut to size.

• Junction between mosaic and ceramic tiles. 

• Torus moulding for classic finishes.

MOSAICTEC LIM 44 A*  Anodised Aluminium

A silver coated aluminium profile (AS) which offers adequate protection and 

tolerance to wear over time.

The surface of this anodised aluminium profile has been chrome-effect (ASB)

treated in order to give that sparkling effect in combination with bathroom

ware.

The shiny gold finish effect (AOB) is also requested for particular combination

in interior decorating design.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

  4,4 LIM 44 AS/ASB/AOB

Finish: Silver (AS), Polished chrome 
(ASB), Bright polished gold (AOB)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “thin” line
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plano ec BP

46

H

(BP 45*)

wall coveringwork-top edge

Profile suitable as a technical junction for tiled kitchen tops. The profile 

shows a moulded part to match with the kitchen top edge and a vertical trim, 

covering the top thickness. High technical and aesthetic functions. 

Planotec BP is in silver anodised extruded aluminium. External corner 

aluminium junctions available.

PLANOTEC BP-AS  Anodised Aluminium Silver

A silver coated aluminium profile which offers adequate protection and 

tolerance to wear over time.

PLANOTEC BPE-AS  Anodised Aluminium Silver

Universal external angle in aluminium adaptable to all heights and which can 

be used as an end piece.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

  4,5 BP 45 AS

10 BP 100 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)
12,5 BP 125 AS

Length: 2,70 metres

 “thin” line

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

46 BPE AS

Finish: Silver (AS)
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squarejolly SJQ

H

H

wall covering squared listello

Squarejolly SJQ is an aluminium decorative strip for ceramic tiles. Its 

particular squared section ensures high modularity also with the modern 

rectified tiles formats. Thanks to the profile optimized mechanical anchorage 

provided by the two “dovetailed cavities”  it  is also ideal as a “boisierie”  

finishing solution and can be applied after the tiles have been laid.

SQUAREJOLLY SJQ-A*  Anodised Aluminium

A silver coated aluminium profile (AS) which offers adequate protection and 

tolerance to wear over time.

The surface of this anodised aluminium profile has been chrome-effect (ASB) 

treated in order to give that sparkling effect in combination with bathroom ware.

SQUARECAPSULE SJC-A* Aluminium

Profile inner section has been conceived to match with a special cap which can 

work as external, internal, three-way junction and end-cap. All these functions 

with one piece.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 8 SJQ 80 AS/ASB

10 SJQ 80 AS/ASB

Finish: Silver (AS), 
Polished chrome (ASB)

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: Aluminium
 8 SJC 80 AS/ASB

10 SJC 100 AS/ASB

Finish: same finish of SJ-A*
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lis ecTM

 LI 20-LI 22

6 6H

22 22B

4,5

20

wall coveringdecorative listello 

LISTEC LI listello enables the layer to recall the colour combination desired 

on the tile covering. LISTEC has a shape and a 6 mm thickness which can 

be readily installed together with the tile grout. It is generally applied 

horizontally and can adapt to most tile thicknesses in coordination with the 

ROUNDJOLLY® or KERAJOLLY vertical profile colours.

section indicative

LI 22 P

PVC section

   LI 22 12

   Stainless steel section

     LI 22 A

Aluminium Section

LISTEC LI 20-22 I* Stainless steel Polished AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 

Listello in stainless steel where a decorative effect needs to be combined with 

durability.

Available in polished (IL) or brushed (IS) version.

LISTEC LI 22 A*  Anodised Aluminium

Listello in silver anodised aluminium (AS) in a modern matt finish. It allows the 

creation of cost-effective decoration while matching with the tile finish.  

The surface has been bright polished Chrome (ASB) or Gold (AOB) in order to 

give that sparkling effect in combination with bathroom ware.

LISTEC LI 22 P51 Full body coloured Synthetic Resin           

The product is entirely of a solid colour compound and not colour coated. The 

profile can be utilized in the most diverse environments. This product maintains 

a good performance over time against UV rays and small scratches are not so 

visible, tolerates mechanical impacts and diluted chemicals.

BxH Art.

Material: 
Stainless steel AISI 304

4,5x20 LI 20 IL/IS

7x22 LI 22 IL/IS

Finish: Polished (IL), Brushed(IS)

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

6x22 LI 22 AS/ASB/AOB

Finish: Silver (AS), Polished chrome 
(ASB), Bright polished gold (AOB)

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: Resintop
6x22 LI 22 P51

Colour: Black 

Length: 2,70 metres

     LI 20 IL
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lis ec LI 10

8

10

9,5
11,5

LIA 10/15

wall covering

LISTEC LI 10:

1.  Enhances the bath finish by decorating the tiles with a modern,

       minimalist design.

2.  Eliminates the need for special pieces, adapting to every type of

       finish and size of tile.

3.  The shim LIA makes it suitable for tiles from 10 to 12 mm.

LISTEC LI 10 decorative strips in aluminium for ceramic tiling. The particular 

squared cross section integrates perfectly with the new ground sizes in

porcelain stoneware and the fixed depth of 8 mm makes it versatile and

adaptable to any tile thickness over 7 mm thanks also  to the special 

compensating shims ( see page 126).

LISTEC LI 10-A*  Anodised Aluminium

Aluminium Listello available in Silver anodised (AS), Bright polished chrome 

(ASB) or Silver Brushed (ASS), to create decorative effects with minimal and 

elegant solutions.

B=mm Art.

Material: 
 Anodised Aluminium

10 LI 10 AS/ASB/ASS

Finish: Silver (AS), 
Polished chrome (ASB), 
Silver brushed (ASS)

decorative listello 
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lis ecTM

 LI 15

8

15

9,5
11,5

LIA 10/15

wall covering

LISTEC LI 15 decorative strips in aluminum for ceramic tiling. The particular 

squared cross section integrates perfectly with the new ground sizes in 

porcelain stoneware and the  fixed depth of 8 mm makes it versatile and 

adaptable to any tile thickness over 7 mm (see pag. 126). The corner is fi-

nished with the joint series Squarejolly, Roundjolly or Kerajolly to ensure 

perfect  finish and prevent unsightly 45° cuts.

LISTEC LI 15:

1.   Enhances the bath  finish by decorating the tiles with a modern, 

minimalist design.

2.  Eliminates the need for special pieces, adapting to every type of fi nish 

and size of tile.

3.  Speeds and improves installation for a workmanlike job  finished 

elegantly.

4.  Many innovative fi nishes of the visible surface.

5. The shim  LIA makes it suitable for tiles from 10 to 12 mm.

LISTEC LI 15 A*  Anodised Aluminium

The surface in anodised aluminium silver(AS), copper(AR) or titanium (AT)

with a mat modern and trendy finish. It allows creating decorative effects in an 

economic way, while matching different tiled coverings.

Silver brushed version (ASS) for a more design and sophisticated option.

LISTEC LI 15 A*B Bright polished Aluminium

Its surface has been anodised and bright polished. It offers an adequate 

protection and tolerance to wear over time with an innovative aesthetic effect. 

Available: Polished chrome (ASB), bright polished Gold (AOB), bright polished 

Copper (ARB), bright polished Titanium (ATB), Silver grinded bright polished 

(ASGB), Silver sanded bright polished  (ASXB), Champagne sanded bright 

polished (ACXB), Silver brushed bright polished (ASSB).

LISTEC LI 15 AT* Aluminium wooden effect

Decorative listello in aluminium texture wooden effect to match with wooden 

furnishing and floors. Version Whitened oak (ATRS), Wengé (ATWE), Teak 

(ATTK), Oak (ATTRO).

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 15 LI 15

AS/AR/
AT/ASS/

ASB/AOB/
ARB/ATB/

ASGB/ASXB/
ACXB/ASSB/
ATRS/ATWE/
ATTK/ATRO

Finish: Silver (AS), 
Copper (AR), Titanium (AT), 
Silver brushed (ASS), 
Polished chrome (ASB), 
Bright polished Gold (AOB), 
Copper bright polished (ARB), 
Bright polished titanium (ATB), 
Silver grinded bright polished 
(ASGB), Silver sanded bright 
polished  (ASXB), Champagne 
sanded bright polished (ACXB), 
Silver brushed bright polished 
(ASSB), 
Oak whitened (ATRS), 
Wengé (ATWE), Teak (ATTK), 
Oak  (ATRO)

Length: 2,70 metres

decorative listello 
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lis ecTM

 LI 10 glitter

8

10

9,5
11,5

LIA

wall covering

LISTEC LI 10 glittery aluminium  decorative listello for tiled walls.

Its square section matches with porcelain stoneware rectified edges and its 

8 mm width makes it versatile and suitable for all tiles thickness over 7 mm, 

thanks also to its shims (see pag.126). The glittered surface is covered by a 

special protective resin layer, against scratches and bumps.

LISTEC LI 10-A*  Anodised Aluminium glitter

Decorative listello in  Anodised Aluminium Silver (AGS), Carbon (AGC) and Gold 

(AGO), it enables you creating unique and elegant decorative effects.

B=mm Art.

Material: 
Anodised Aluminium

10 LI 10 AGS/AGC/AGO

Finish: Glitter Silver (AGS), 
Glitter carbon (AGC), 
Glitter Gold (AGO)

glitter listello

LISTEC LI 10 glitter:

1.  Enhances the bath finish by decorating the tiles with a modern,

       minimalist design.

2.  Eliminates the need for special pieces, adapting to every type of

       finish and size of tile.

3.  The shim LIA makes it suitable for tiles from 10 to 12 mm.
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lis ecTM

 LI 15 glitter

8

15

9,5
11,5

LIA

wall covering

LISTEC LI 10 glittery aluminium  decorative listello for tiled walls.

Its square section matches with porcelain stoneware rectified edges and its 

8 mm width makes it versatile and suitable for all tiles thickness over 7 mm, 

thanks also to its shims (see pag.126). The glittered surface is covered by a 

special protective resin layer, against scratches and bumps.

LISTEC LI 15-A*  Anodised Aluminium glitter

Listello in Anodised Aluminium glitter available in Soft Silver (AGSS), Soft 

Bronze (AGSB) and Soft Anthracite (AGSM). It enables you creating unique and 

elegant decorative effects.

B=mm Art.

Material: 
Anodised Aluminium

15 LI 15
AGSS/AGSB/

AGSM

Finish: Glitter soft Silver (AGSS), 
Glitter soft bronze (AGSB), 
Glitter soft anthracite (AGSM)

glitter listello

LISTEC LI 15 glitter:

1.  Enhances the bath finish by decorating the tiles with a modern,

       minimalist design.

2.  Eliminates the need for special pieces, adapting to every type of

       finish and size of tile.

3.  The shim LIA makes it suitable for tiles from 10 to 12 mm.
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0,5

3,5

1,5

20

9,58

15

11,5
LI 15 glitter

9,58

15

11,5
LI 15

9,58

10

11,5
LI 10 glitter

9,58

10

11,5
LI 10

wall covering

The compensating shims for listellos are patented accessories in plastic 

material which can be installed on all the aluminium listellos by Profilitec 

SpA ( both the standard and the Glittered ones). The shims are suitable both 

for the 15 mm and for the 10 mm version (it needs to be cut and the suitable 

one is used).

The shim enables a double use as it can be placed in the lower part of the 

profile thus matching 8 to 9,5 mm thickness or upside down to match 8 to 

11,5 mm thickness.

In this way you can adapt the 8 mm thick listellos also with 10 or 12 mm 

tiles, thus avoiding the difficult and not always well done compensation 

with the tiling glue.

Just with a single accessory you will then get a perfect listello for tiles of 8, 

10 and 12 mm.

SHIM FOR LISTELLOS-LIA10/15

The compensating shim is made from a single piece which need to be cut to be 

used. It matches both our 15 mm wide listello and that 10 mm wide.

Once cut, you will have to decide whether to put it on one side- to compensate 

8 to 9,5 mm ( for 10 mmm tiles) or on the other side, that compensating 8 to 11,5 

mm ( suitable for 12 mm tiles).

We suggest to use 1 shim every 50 cm to keep the proper alignment along the 

whole listello length.

INSTALLATION SCHEMES:

L Art.

Material: 
Polypropylene

20 LIA 10/15

Finish: Natural

shim for listellos

listellos LIA
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appendo APP 15
8 

15 

wall coveringvertical listello

APPENDO is an innovating decorative vertical listello- patented- which can 

be used also as hanger, thanks to its particular shape

To be installed on tiled bathrooms, where it provides a decorative and 

functional solution.

The listello has to be fixed on the wall with the special fixing plates. The 

provided compensating washers can make the profile suitable not only for 

tiles of 8 but also of 10 and 12,5 mm.

APPENDO – APP 15 A* Extruded Aluminium

APPENDO is an innovative vertical decorative listello which can be used in 

situations where you need at the same time a design solution and the use of a 

hook or a hanger. 

Appendo can be used with one or more profiles alongside.

The profile is available in bars of 2.70 meters that need to be cut to

place the protruding part to the desired height . You will then use the remaining 

piece in the upper part to complete the pattern.

The profile is supplied with fixing metal plates that must be fastened to the wall

before installation of the tiles, with special dowels. Suitable for tiles from 8 mm 

to 10/12,5 mm with the provided special compensating washers. The profile is 

available in Bright polished chrome (ASB) or Bright Polished Silver Sanded( 

ASXB), Bright Polished Champagne Sanded( ACXB) .

BxH Art.

Material: Extruded Aluminium
 15x8 APP 15 ASB/ASXB/ACXB

Finish: Polished chrome (ASB), Silver 
bright polished sanded (ASXB), 
Champagne bright polished sanded 
(ACXB)

Length: 2,70 metres

Fixing brackets from the top

(100 - 835 - 830 - 835 - 100) (mm)
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roundcornerTM

 RO

BB AA

wall covering

Material: 
Stainless steel

25x25 RO 25 ILA

30x30 RO 30 ILA

Finish: Polished (ILA)
40X40 RO 40 ILA

50X50 RO 50 ILA

Length: 2,70 metres

Width: 25-50 mm

Surface with protection film strip

round corner protections

ROUNDCORNER RO series comprises several corner protectors with 

rounded edge in order to best protect in compliance with the accident and 

injury prevention norms. In fact this profile is greatly used in commercial 

and industrial areas where intense transit occurs. 

ROUNDCORNER can perfectly cover over chipped tiled corners and are 

supplied with self-adhesive glue strips with excellent hold which help 

absorb shock impact.

Aluminium SectionStainless steel and Brass Section

ROUNDCORNER RO 25 A11A Self-Adhesive Powder Coated Aluminium   

Profile varnished with a polyester powder coating. ROUNDCORNER is  ready to 

be fixed onto the  corners of the wall. It covers a width of 25 mm which thanks 

also to its rounded section satisfies both technical and safety requirements and 

domestic decor needs.

ROUNDCORNER RO 25 A*A  Self-Adhesive Anodised Aluminium   

The self-adhesive aluminium ROUNDCORNER rounded profile is  ready to be 

fixed onto the corners of the wall. It covers a width of 25 mm. which satisfies 

both technical and safety requirements as well as for aesthetics in domestic 

areas.

ROUNDCORNER RO-ILA Stainless steel Polished self-adhesive

Corner protection stainless steel polished rounded profile is supplied in different 

sizes so it can meet several technical and safety requirements and norms present 

in hospitals, public and food processing plants.

Thickness RO 25: 1 mm

Thickness RO 30 / 40 / 50:1,2 mm

ROUNDCORNER RO-OLA Brass Polished self-adhesive

Corner protection brass profile with rounded corner and self-adhesive for a 

further decorative choice along with the suitability of safety regulations in public 

constructions and other required areas

Thickness RO 25: 1 mm

Thickness RO 30 / 40 / 50: 1,2 mm

AxB Art.

Material: 
Powder coated aluminium                             

25x25 RO 25 A11A

Finish: Pure white                             

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

25x25 RO 25
ASA/AOA/

ABA

Finish: Silver (ASA), Gold (AOA), 
Bronze (ABA)

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Laminated brass

25x25 RO 25 OLA

30x30 RO 30 OLA

Finish: Polished (OLA)
40X40 RO 40 OLA

50X50 RO 50 OLA

Length: 2,70 metres

Width: 25-50 mm

Surface with protection film strip
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keracornerTM

 CO

BB AA

wall coveringcorner protectors

KERACORNER series comprises a complete series of corner profiles for the 

protection most exposed parts of the walls, with all kinds of covering. Mainly 

used in commercial and industrial areas where intense transit occurs, these 

profiles are available in different sizes, materials and finishes to meet all 

possible technical needs. 

KERACORNER  perfectly covers over chipped tiled corners and are supplied 

with self-adhesive glue strips with excellent hold which helps absorb shock 

impact.

Aluminium SectionStainless steel and Brass Section

KERACORNER CO 25 A11A Self-Adhesive Powder Coated Aluminium 

This corner profile is entirely varnished with a polyester powder coating. Being 

self-adhesive, it  is  ready to be fixed onto the  corners of the wall. It covers a 

width of 25 mm and perfectly satisfies both technical and decor needs. Suitable 

for all kinds of environments included the domestic one

KERACORNER CO 25 A*A  Self-Adhesive Anodised Aluminium  

Self-adhesive anodised aluminium profile,  ready to be easily fixed onto the 

wall’s corners. It covers a width of 25 mm. and  well satisfies both technical 

and aesthetics requirements. Suitable for all kinds of environments included 

the domestic one.

KERACORNER CO-ILA Self-Adhesive Polished Stainless steel  

Corner protection stainless steel profile which guarantees high performances 

of corner protection and hygiene. Especially conceived for public and food 

processing plants etc. 

These profiles can also be made in stainless steel grade AISI 304 or AISI 316.CO 

30 is available in the polished version (IL) or brushed (IS).

Thickness CO 25: 1 mm

Thickness CO 30 / 40 / 50: 1,2 mm

KERACORNER CO-OLA Self-Adhesive Polished Brass   

Corner protection brass profile with self-adhesive for a further decorative choice 

along with guarantee of corner protection against mechanical impacts.

Thickness CO 25: 1 mm

Thickness CO 30 / 40 / 50: 1,2 mm

AxB Art.

Material: 
Powder coated aluminium                             

25x25 CO 25 A11A

Finish: Pure white                             

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

25x25 CO 25
ASA/AOA/

ABA

Finish: Silver (ASA), Gold (AOA), 
Bronze(ABA)

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Stainless steel

25x25 CO 25 ILA

30x30 CO 30 ILA

Finish: Polished (ILA), 
Brushed (ISA)

40X40 CO 40 ILA

50X50 CO 50 ILA

Length: 2,70 metres
30x30 CO 30 ISA

Width: 25-50 mm

Surface with protection film strip

Material: 
Laminated brass

25x25 CO 25 OLA

30x30 CO 30 OLA

Finish: Polished (OLA)
40X40 CO 40 OLA

50X50 CO 50 OLA

Length: 2,70 metres

Width: 25-50 mm

Surface with protection film strip
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wall covering stainless steel internal cove

SANITEC SB-IL is a stainless steel internal cove profile  designed to ensure 

hygienic functions in all areas subject to sanitary inspection.

Thanks to its internal curvature and to the characteristics of the

used material, it perfectly meets the hygiene requirements and

applications expected in hospitals, public and food processing

plants, public toilets and other required areas. This profile is to be

installed during laying, providing a neat finish at the same level with

the adjacents tiled surfaces.

SANITEC SB-IL Polished Stainless steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 Lucido

Internal cove profile to be installed while tiling between two tiled walls. Stainless

steel AISI 304 standard ensures high resistance against corrosion, being then 

ideal for food processing plants, sanitary, chemical

and hospital sectors. Very good mechanical resistance.

Possibility of customizing the profile height for the wall or the floor from 8 to 

12,5 mm. Junction pieces available: internal (SBI*), external (SBE*) and three-

way (SBT*) to finish the corners in a neat and elegant way.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Stainless steel AISI 304

 8 SB 80 IL

10 SB 100 IL

Finish: Polished (IL)
12,5 SB 125 IL

Length: 2,70 metres

Surface with protection film strip

Material: 
Stainless steel AISI 304

 SBI ILSET 2

 SBE ILSET 2

Finish: Polished (IL)
 SBT ILSET 2

Junction:
internal ( SBI *)

External (SBE *)
end- cap (SBT *)

Combining one SJ profile with 

the corner pieces it is possible to 

get a three-way finish by using 

in vertical a more minimalist and 

aesthetically effective solution.
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wall coveringstainless steel internal cove

SANITEC RS-IL stainless steel internal cove profile is designed to ensure 

hygienic functions in all areas subject to sanitary inspection. Thanks to its 

internal curvature and to the characteristics of the used material, it perfectly 

meets the hygiene requirements and applications expected in hospitals, 

public and food processing plants, public toilets and other required areas. 

This profile is to be installed during laying, providing a neat finish at the 

same level with the adjacents tiled surfaces.

SANITEC RS-IL Stainless steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 Lucido

Internal cove profile conceived to cover an existing tiled surface, to be installed 

while flooring. Stainless steel AISI 304 standard ensures high resistance against 

corrosion, being then ideal for food processing plants, sanitary, chemical and 

hospital sectors. Very good mechanical resistance. 

Internal corner / external available (RSI / RSE) And with the perforated flange 

installed at floor level (RSIR / RSER).

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Stainless steel AISI 304

 8 RS 80 IL

10 RS 100 IL

Finish: Polished (IL)
12,5 RS 125 IL

Length: 2,70 metres

Surface with protection film strip

Material: 
Stainless steel AISI 304

 RSI ILSET 2

 RSE ILSET 2

Finish: Polished (IL)
RSIR ILSET 2

RSER ILSET 2

Perforated flange (*R)

junction:
internal  (RSI*)

External (RSE*) and with 
perforated flange (*R)
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wall covering corner edge for tiles

ROUNDCORNER is a rounded corner stainless steel profile especially 

designed for the protection of ceramic wall coverings. To be installed 

while tiling, it provides a precise and neat finish at the same level with 

the tiled covering. ROUNDCORNER  meets public buildings technical and 

safety requirements and norms mandatory in hospitals, public and food 

processing plants and other required areas.  

ROUNDCORNER RE-IL Polished Stainless steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301

Stainless steel AISI 304 standard ensures high resistance against corrosion, 

being then ideal for hygienic purposes. It is requested for food processing 

plants, butchers,  public toilets, commercial kitchens, hospitals.

Very good mechanical resistance.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Stainless steel AISI 304

 8 RE 80 IL

10 RE 100 IL

Finish: Polished (IL)
12,5 RE 125 IL

Length: 2,70 metres

Surface with protection film strip
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wall coveringjunction

SANITEC SB15-IL  stainless steel internal cove profile is designed to ensure 

hygienic functions in all areas subject to sanitary inspection. Thanks to its 

internal curvature and to the characteristics of the used material, it perfectly 

meets the hygiene requirements and applications expected in hospitals, 

public and food processing plants, public toilets and other required areas. 

This profile is to be installed during laying, providing a neat finish at the 

same level with the adjacents tiled surfaces.

SANITEC SB15-IL Stainless steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 Lucido

Internal cove profile to be installed while tiling between two tiled surfaces. 

Stainless steel AISI 304 standard ensures high resistance against corrosion, 

being then ideal for food processing plants, sanitary, chemical and hospital 

sectors. Very good mechanical resistance.

AxB Art.

Material: 
Stainless steel AISI 304

15x15 SB 15 IL

Finish: Polished (IL)

Length: 2,70 metres

Surface with protection film strip

Note: end-caps not available
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R=1
6

wall covering internal co-extruded cove

COFLEX CR patented series is expressly conceived to perimeter joint wall/

floor coverings supplying sufficient elasticity for the expansion and meeting 

the cove base hygienic corner cleanliness requirements. It also serves as a 

sound breaker of the covered surfaces so that trampling of foot steps is not 

transmitted to the adjacent walls.

COFLEX CR consists of a main curved co-extruded hard/soft combination 

module between CR 16 and KJ inserts which slide into CR 16 tracks allowing 

it to adapt to any covering height and providing a perfect anchoring to the 

tiled covering.

The modular combination system called “Clip System” allows one to match 

all possible tile thickness still with the same base mudule, thus resulting 

in both a time saver and actual material saved. The KJ – Kerajolly profile 

functions as the perforated side flanges for the laying so to adapt to the 

different heights of the tiles for wall and floor coverings (e.g. floor height 

12,5 mm. - wall covering height 8 mm.). KERAJOLLY small off-cuts  can also 

be utilized for this purpose.

E.g. of COFLEX assembly for installation: if the thickness of a tile is of 10 mm, 

utilize the KERAJOLLY KJ 8 mm. height profile (page 111) as the combination 

with the CR base module raises  the height  by  2 mm. matching it then to 

the 10 mm. tile thickness.

COFLEX CR 16 P* Synthetic resin co-extruded

Main frame co-extruded profile with soft internal cove supplied in different 

colours. The profile flange inserts are supplied separately as the specific 

required height needs to be provided.

COFLEX CR Jointing and derivation pieces           

End caps, internal jointing corner pieces, external and tri-axis jointing pieces. 

These special pieces help the layer finish off the perimeter laying for two way 

and three way connections in a most precise and appropriate manner.

Description Art.

Material: Polypropylene
Internal corner CRI + Colour
External corner CRE + Colour

Three way junction CRT + Colour
Endcap CRF + Colour

Colour Art.

Material: 
Resinflex + Resinil

11= Pure white                             CR 16 P11
23= Cement grey CR 16 P23

Radius: 16mm
32= Dark beige CR 16 P32

Length: 2,70 metres
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wall covering

Description Art.
Internal corner ERI P11/P22 SET
External corner ERE P11/P22 SET

Three way junction ERT P11/P22 SET 
Endcap ERF P11/P22 SET

internal co-extruded cove

SANITEC ER stainless steel internal cove profile is designed to ensure 

hygienic functions in all areas subject to sanitary inspection. Thanks to its 

internal curvature and to the characteristics of the used material, it perfectly 

meets the hygiene requirements and applications expected in hospitals, 

public and food processing plants, public toilets and other required areas. 

This profile is to be installed during laying, providing a neat finish at the 

same level with the adjacents tiled surfaces.

SANITEC ER Full body coloured Synthetic Resin Resinil

Internal cove profile to be installed whilst tiling between two tiled surfaces. 

The material used with the addition of stabilizers resists to the common diluted 

chemical agents and to little scratches.

H=mm Art.

Material: Resin
 9 ER 9 P11/P22

11 ER 11 P11/P22

Finish: P11 (White), P22 (grey)

Length: 2,70 metres

Surface with protection film strip
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wall covering junction

SANITEC IC is a production series conceived to create the hygienic joint 

cove between wall and floor or between two walls vertically, in particular in 

hospitals, chemical and food industry environments. The product is supplied 

ready to be fixed onto existing coverings so it is suitable for restructuring jobs 

and complies with the current sanitary and safety norms and regulations. 

The round moulded body of this profile ensures an excellent contour hold. 

The H 60 model serves also as wall skirting. Suggested application with our 

special adhesive.

SANITEC IC-ILN Polished Stainless steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301

The stainless steel quality of this cove base profile ensures a long lasting 

resistance to most of diluted chemical agents, hence it is considered ideal for 

food processing, hospitals and laboratory environments. Great tolerance to 

mechanical stress.

IC 25: Junction pieces available. Internal ICI, external ICE,  three-way code ICT.

SANITEC IC 60 P 11 Synthetic Resin                                      

Full body pure white resin UV stabilized wide cove base profile. It is utilized 

in diverse environments because it is resistant to most conventional diluted 

chemical agents and to minor scratches.

BxH Art.

Material: 
Stainless steel AISI 304

25x25 IC 25 IL

Finish: Polished (IL)

Length: 2,70 metres

Surface with protection film strip

Material: Resintop
20x60 IC 60 P11

Colour: Pure white                             

Length: 2,70 metres

PVC sectionStainless steel section
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wall coveringinner corner junction

INTERJOLLY optimizes the corner joining of the tile covering between floor 

and wall, while leaving the necessary space for the expansion with adjacent 

walls. This profile has a perforated flange which is applied under the tile. 

It can also serve as a cove base for shower tray and bathtub perimeter 

so to avoid the silicon lining which inevitably turns a yellow unaesthetic 

discoloured tone in time.  The moulded cove base made with the application 

of the profile makes every internal corner and crevice extremely easy to 

clean and therefore more hygienic.

INTERJOLLY IJ-P* Full body coloured Synthetic Resin           

The product is entirely of a solid colour compound and not colour

coated. This can be utilized in the most diverse environments which

require coverings. Moreover, is easy to cut to size so the laying may

result quicker and less time consuming therefore one would economize

in terms of labor over the entire project budget.

This product maintains a good performance over time against UV rays

and small scratches are not so visible, tolerates impact and diluted

chemicals present in most detergents.

INTERJOLLY IJ-IL Stainless steel Polished AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 

Stainless steel profile, AISI 304 standard, ensures high tolerance to corrosion 

suitable for laboratories, food processing plants, commercial kitchens, slaughter 

houses, breweries as well as bathrooms for private and public areas. 

PVC sectionStainless steel section

Colour H=7,5mm

Material: Resintop
11= Pure white                             IJ 75 P11
12= White                             IJ 75 P12

Length: 2,70 metres
22= Grey                           IJ 75 P22
31= Bahama beige  IJ 75 P31

Colour H=9,5mm

Material: Resintop
11= Pure white                             IJ 95 P11
12= White                             IJ 95 P12

Length: 2,70 metres
22= Grey                           IJ 95 P22
31= Bahama beige  IJ 95 P31

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Stainless steel AISI 304

 8 IJ 80 IL

10 IJ 100 IL

Finish: Polished (IL)

Length: 2,70 metres
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wall covering prof. for bath/shower trays

Hygienic corner cove profile between wall and wall or wall and floor. Also 

apt to join profile bathtub rim and shower tray to wall or kitchen counter 

tops and wall. Normally the gaps are filled in by mould resistant silicone 

products but still may turn yellow from discoloration and dirt which can 

stick to the soft silicone. By installing our profiles the gaps and corners are 

finally clean, neat but most important of all more hygienic. Supplied with 

self-adhesive strips or applied with silicone.

SANITEC SB 20 A* Aluminium Powder coated /Silver Anodised

This profile is a polyester powder varnished or in anodised 

aluminium finish. It is tolerant to oxidation and to most conventional 

detergents. Furthermore, its UV resistance makes it adaptable to all 

sorts of environments. Available also without adhesive (A*N).

SANITEC SB 24 P 11 Synthetic Resin                                    

Full coloured whole synthetic resin profile to apply on several 

coverings. It is particularly adaptable to plastic tubs because the 

softer external PVC transparent lips allow it better wedge into the 

gap.

SANITEC SB 30 P* Synthetic Resin                                  

Full coloured whole synthetic resin profile to apply on several 

coverings. Its stabilizing properties make the product tolerant to 

most chemical agents and resistant to slight abrasions.

Junction pieces available in polypropylene. Internal SBI 30 P*, 

external SBE 30 P*, junction SBG 30 P*, end-cap SBF 30 P.

AxB Art.

Material: Resintop
11x11 SB 24 P11

Colori: Pure White    
with transparent lips                          

Length: 
2,70 metres

Material: Resintop
20x20 SB 30 P11

20x20 SB 30 P22

Colours: Pure white                              
Light grey / Beige

20x20 SB 30 P30

Length: 
2,70 metres

AxB Art. Ades. Non Ades.

Material: Powder 
coated aluminium                              
/ Extruded anodised 
aluminium

12x14 SB 20 A11A A11N

12x14 SB 20 ASA ASN

Finish: Pure white                             
/ Silver 

Length: 
2,70 metres
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wall coveringmethacr. for bath/shower trays

Modern bathtubs and shower trays are made of a special thermoformable 

material called methacrylate. Creating a pro file in the same material ensures 

perfect integration of the fi nish of the border between the tub and the pro-

file.

The inside and terminal joints are available in the kit that serves to install a 

tub against the wall with masonry even on three sides.

SANITEC SB Methacrylate

Cove profi le in white methacrylate compund.

1 Kit include: 2 profi les 1,95 metres long + 2 internal corners +

1 right end cap + 1 left end-cap

AxB Art.

Material: Methacrylate
13x11 SB 18 P11

Supplied in Kit
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wall covering multipurpose junction

SANITEC SB 12 Hygienic corner cove profile between wall and wall or wall 

and floor.

Also apt to join profile bathtub rim and shower tray to wall or kitchen 

counter tops and wall. Normally the gaps are filled in by mould resistant 

silicone products but still may turn yellow from discoloration and dirt which 

can stick to the soft silicone.

By installing our profiles the gaps and corners are  finally clean, neat but 

most important of all more hygienic.

SANITEC SB 12 A  Anodised Aluminium

A silver coated aluminium (AS) profile which offers and adequate corner edge 

protection. Granting protection against the aluminium corrosive agents.

The surface of this anodised aluminium profile has been chrome-effect treated 

in order to give that sparkling effect (ASB) in combination with bathroom ware.

AxB Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

12x15 SB 12 AS

12x15 SB 12 ASB

Finish: Silver (AS), 
Polished chrome (ASB)

Length: 2,70 metres
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